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Interview questions are derived from CAEP standards and

built around the themes: ·      

Generic professional skills   

School leadership professional knowledge and skills 

Interview Protocol

HIGHLIGHTS

Educational Leadership Program

2 SUPERINTERDENTS AND 1
PRINCIPAL WAS
INTERVIEWED

2 CATEGORIES OF
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:
GENERIC PROFESSIONAL
SKILLS & PROGRAM-
SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL
KNOWLEDGE ANED SKILLS 

Summary of Findings

One has strong collaborative leadership style in that he supports others to make decisions or he makes his

decisions in certain circumstances but precisely communicates to others. 

One has high satisfaction rate in terms of working with colleagues through her working at the school

district from curriculum coordinator, assistant principal to principal. 

One takes a learning path by toning down and getting colleagues comfortable to work with him and

follow his plans. 

Data analysis and data-informed decision making

All three completers are very strong in using data analysis in their decision-making processes. They are good

at technologies given that data is collected and analyzed by various software. In addition to all of them being

good at analyzing student achievement data for curriculum and instruction decisions, one of them also

analyzes and incorporates students’ social emotional data in school district’s effort to build a positive school

environment. 

Team work and collaborate with colleagues
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Commit to Impact 

Work with parents and community 

All of them are good at working with parents and school community. One of them is in charge of guidance

and school counseling so he has led a lot of conversations with parents and help them with their children’s

future planning. One of them is highly regarded by community with charming and substance of knowledge

so community members regard him as a go-to person. 

Research based approach in current job responsibilities 

All of them uses research to get most updated best practices from education field, from learning

management system, student behavior system, to student data, to competence building. One of them

especially utilizes data in his daily management work. One of them secures several technology grants

through her research skills. 

Data-based school environment building

Note: repeated previously answered questions. 

Persistence in current job and career development 

All of them work diligently at their current positions and carry out their responsibilities in very

satisfactory ways. From their supervisors’ perspective, they have great leadership potentials and will go up

the leadership ladder. For the one who is young to his current leadership position, he is now very

comfortable doing his leadership job after a couple of years learning on the job. 

The strong areas of the completer lead to hiring

communication skill; processing skill; understanding concepts, break them down and deliver to others;

student-centered belief system; longevity in the field; 

Reasons for not hiring other candidates

Lack of meaningful teaching experience; lack of in-depth understanding and conversation about learning

and teaching; lack of reflective skills; show arrogance; lack of enthusiasm. 

Suggestions for our program’s continuous improvement 

More current and updated course materials; professors’ reflection on what is truly out in the field and what

are the next steps for educational leaders; continuity between courses through logical progressions; 


